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GABRIEL JOSIPOVICI

On Ágota Kristóf
Every now and again you read a book by an unknown
author and you know immediately that you are in the
company of greatness. That is a rare and precious feeling. It happened to me when, a few years ago, a friend
sent me a copy of Ágota Kristóf’s first novel, Le Grand
Cahier (The Notebook). The utter simplicity of the style,
the clarity, the unflinching gaze at a world far removed
from any I had experienced and yet curiously familiar –
that of a peasant culture on the border of what we take
to be Hungary and Germany in the dying moments of
World War II – and the deep humanity underlying it
all, took my breath away.
L’ Analphabète (here translated as The Illiterate), the
short memoir she published in 2004, eighteen years
after that dazzling debut, explains how it came about.
Ágota Kristóf was born in a Hungarian village in 1935.
Her father was the local schoolmaster, all the children
in the school clustering together in the one classroom.
In 1949, at fourteen, her father was imprisoned, we must
presume for falling foul of the Communist authorities,
and she was separated from her adored older brother
and sent to boarding school, where in her distress she
began to write. In November 1956, in the wake of the
Russian crackdown on the Hungarian uprising, now
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married and with a child, she and her family crossed
the border on foot with a group of other refugees and
sought refuge first in Austria and then in Switzerland.
They eventually settled in Neuchâtel, where she found
work in a factory. Once again her sorrow – at being
cut off from her parents and siblings, her language and
her native land – was the spur to writing. But in what
language to write? The Hungarian she was inward
with but knew she would never be able to use naturally again, or the French she heard all around her but
which lacked, for her, what she felt to be essential to a
living language? Laboriously, like a child, she set out to
master the language of the country in which she would
probably spend the rest of her life. Eventually she felt
confident enough to write it, and she even put on a few
plays in the factory to bring some amusement to the
lives of herself and her fellow workers.
She also began jotting down lightly fictionalised
memories of growing up with her brother in their
Hungarian village. Each memory consisted of a bare
couple of pages. But soon they had taken on a life of
their own and she found herself with an entire novel,
the story of twin boys, sent by their mother to live with
their grandmother in a village on the Hungarian border to avoid the bombing (at least that is the inference;
there are no names of countries or cities in this book,
nor any reference to historical events). The grandmother, known locally as ‘The Witch’ and rumoured to
have poisoned her husband years before, lives in utter
poverty and unimaginable squalor, hoarding under her
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bed what money she makes by renting a room to an
officer from the town and selling the few extra vegetables she grows. She makes her grandchildren work for
their food, sells the clothes their mother has given her
for them and purloins the money she regularly sends
them.
The boys react to their new situation in an extraordinary way. Instead of retreating into sullenness and
self-pity they make the decision to present a façade of
imperturbable strength to the world, doing more in the
garden and with the vegetables than their grandmother
has asked of them, teaching themselves to read and
write, hardening their bodies by whipping each other
with their belts, lying in silence for hours, gradually
finding ways to lead a decent and almost normal life
in the midst of the filth and degradation of the grandmother’s pigsty of a house.
To learn to write they undertake to describe what is
happening to them, always referring to themselves in
the first person plural:
We start to write. We have two hours to write about
the subject and two sheets of paper at our disposal.
At the end of two hours we exchange our sheets
of paper, each of us corrects the other’s spelling
mistakes with the help of the dictionary and, at the
bottom of the page, writes: ‘Good’ or ‘Not good’. If
it’s ‘Not good’, we throw the composition in the fire
and try to write about the same subject in the next
lesson. If it’s ‘Good’, we can copy out the composition
into the Big Notebook.
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To decide whether it is ‘Good’ or ‘Not good’, we
have a very simple rule: the composition must be true.
We must describe what is, what we see, what we hear,
what we do.
For example, it is forbidden to write: ‘Grandmother
is like a witch’, but we are allowed to write: ‘People
call Grandmother the Witch.’
It is forbidden to write: ‘The Little Town is beautiful’, because the Little Town may be beautiful for us
and ugly for someone else.
Similarly, if we write: ‘The batman is nice,’ this isn’t
a truth, because the batman may be capable of nasty
acts that we know nothing about. So we would simply
write: ‘The batman has given us some blankets.’

This, in effect, is Agota Kristof’s own credo, and
explains why her books are, thankfully, free of the
overwriting which one finds in so much of the best
post-war Hungarian authors, such as Kertész and
Krasznahorkai.
The ending of the book is as shocking as anything in
literature, all the more so for the quiet way it is narrated.
But the shocks have been there all the way through,
in the cold description of the hare-lipped neighbour’s
daughter, desperate for someone to love her, offering
to suck their cocks and then caught inciting the dog
to mount her; in the punishment they mete out to the
charming and lively maid of the local priest, who has
bathed them and washed their hair and is always ready
to do them favours, but who they then see taunting and
baiting a bedraggled line of Jewish prisoners passing
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through the village on their way to the railway station.
Ágota Kristóf, through her clear-eyed twins, sees and
describes it all with a coolness and a precision which is
the opposite of detached. Turning her lack of inwardness with French, a language, after all, which she only
started to learn at twenty-one, into a source of enormous strength, she shows that, for the born writer, no
barriers are insurmountable.
L’ Analphabète is equally pared down and precise,
but this story of exile and loss, of how, for the refugee,
the country in which she eventually settles, however
kind and well-meaning its inhabitants, will always be a
poor and inadequate substitute for the country of one’s
birth, its language always an alien thing, however proficient she becomes in it – this is the story of so many
people today that it is perhaps the story of our time,
and Ágota Kristóf should perhaps be seen as our transnational bard.
Reading this brief and modest book you cannot help
but be moved by the pain and suffering of her life, but
even more, I think, be exhilarated by it as an example
as well as an account of the extraordinary resilience of
human beings. If the horrors we inflict on one another
never cease to surprise and amaze, then let us not forget the goodness and strength of character we can also,
sometimes, show. This book is a testimony to that.
Ágota Kristóf died in 2011, at the age of seventy-five.
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